Issues and
Considerations:
Planning for Children
with Special Needs
Planning for children with special needs will address numerous emotional and intellectual issues, which may
make it difficult to know where to begin. To help you get started, let’s look at the benefits and rewards of timely
and proper planning, as well as the possible consequences of delay.
Here are some issues you may want to consider as you begin to address this important planning area for your
family:
START NOW. It is human nature to put off thinking about difficult topics; however, waiting to plan for your loved
one with special needs can have many unintended consequences.
REVIEW YOUR SITUATION AND RESOURCES: Every family’s situation is unique. Think about your personal goals
and objectives and create a VISION STATEMENT of how you envision your child’s future. Then, do an accounting
of the available resources that would help accomplish these goals.
CONSIDER PLACING ASSETS IN OTHER THAN THE CHILD’S NAME. Putting assets directly in your child’s name could
jeopardize his or her ability to qualify for certain government benefits.
CONSIDER ESTABLISHING A SPECIAL NEEDS TRUST. One option, is a specialized trust that allows assets to
accumulate over time for the benefit of your child, while preserving his or her government benefits.
ARRANGE GUARDIANSHIP WITH CARE. This is a tough decision parents must make; but, it is essential to nominate
a suitable guardian to provide care for your loved one when you are no longer here to do so. For a child with
special needs, the guardian relationship can extend into adulthood.
ARRANGE FUNDING. Children of all ages require funds for a variety of reasons, from necessities, to basic
pleasures to life’s luxuries. Your VISION STATEMENT will dictate what these things are and how much is needed.
Each child’s care and needs are different, and for some, this funding may need to last a lifetime.
MEMORIALIZE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS IN A “LETTER OF INTENT.” Parents know what they want for their
children, and a detailed LETTER OF INTENT can serve as your “road map” for the guardian.
DON’T OVERLOOK OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS. Parents need to focus their planning and attention on their child with
special needs; however, it is also important to consider the needs of other children, dependents and loved ones
as you engage in this planning.
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BE AWARE OF STATE-SPECIFIC LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS. In addition to federal assistance programs, many states
have their own way of administering them or offering benefits. It is important to know how state laws affect
your situation and to engage the counsel of local attorneys and other professionals.
SEEK PROFESSIONAL ADVICE. Financial and estate planning can be overwhelming, particularly with loved ones
with special needs. It is important to work with a good team of advisors who specialize in this area and take
the time understand your unique situation. Your team may include your financial planner, attorney, and
accountant.
Timely and proper planning may seem like the best approach; but, for some reason, that does not always
motivate people to get started. Perhaps understanding some of the unexpected and unintended consequences
of putting this planning off, will persuade others.
An awareness of some of the problems that can arise without thoughtful and timely planning, might be helpful.
YOUR CHILD WITH SPECIAL NEEDS COULD BECOME A WARD OF THE STATE. If you fail to select a guardian for your
child with special needs, the court will appoint one; and, their selection may not be the same as yours would
have been. Also, assets your child receives will be administered by the court-appointed guardian. This process
can be time consuming and costly and may not be consistent with your wishes.
YOUR CHILD COULD LOSE MEDICAID BENEFITS. Medicaid is a federally run program, which is administered by
the states. It provides health coverage to “needy” individuals. In order to qualify, a person must have very little
income and assets. With the high cost of health care today, it may be very important to qualify for this coverage.
Without timely, proper planning, however, your child could inherit assets that disqualify him or her from these
valuable benefits.
YOUR CHILD COULD LOSE FUTURE SOCIAL SECURITY PAYMENTS. Social Security is a federal program intended to
provide income to retirees, as well as disabled individuals. If one is pre-retirement age and becomes disabled,
they could qualify for benefits only if they meet strict needs-based guidelines, such as having very little income
and assets. If you fail to plan and leave assets to your child, he or she could be disqualified from receiving
income they would otherwise have been entitled to.
YOUR CHILD COULD STRUGGLE WITH AN INHERITANCE HE OR SHE IS UNABLE TO MANAGE. Placing assets directly
in the hands of a child could have harsh consequences. Many young adults, with or without a disability, have
trouble managing their finances. Inheritances are often squandered or preyed-upon. Having a plan in place
that safeguards an inheritance can help ensure it is used as you intended.
YOUR CHILD MAY NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT FUNDS. Children with disabilities may have needs that last a lifetime.
These could include medical expenses, treatments, advocates and recreational activities. Without being
employable, these needs might not be met. Government programs can help, but they may impose difficult
requirements for qualification and often only pay for the basics. A thoughtful plan can consider these expenses
and provide proper funding.
YOUR ASSETS MAY NOT BE DISTRIBUTED AS YOU WISH. Without proper planning, your assets could be distributed
according to the intestacy laws of your state. This could mean leaving assets to family members you did not
want to include or leaving too much to one person and not enough to another.
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YOU MAY END UP PAYING EXCESSIVE ESTATE TAXES. If your estate is large enough, there may be federal and
states taxes due at your death. Without proper planning, these taxes can be significant and greatly reducing
what you expected to pass to your children and loved ones. With planning, you may have choices of leaving
more assets to family and charity, and less to the government (taxes).
For information and assistance on special needs planning, contact your local New York Life agent.
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